
STEM PROJECT

Enjoy this list of 36 great resources for STEM project-based learning activities. The Activities are customizable for lots of
grade levels!.

Circuit Wands Kids love a little magic! Explore the different types of simple machines! We have used
cardboard tubes and pool noodles. Adding in art helps to promote creativity and innovative thinking. Using
some simple technology we explore how heat and temperature changes create a vacuum. Get up close with the
world with Nat Geo on Youtube for kids. Grab a container of paper clips as the non-standard unit of measure
and challenge the kids to measure the room. Elementary students can learn to create earthquake resistant
structures in their classroom. Click below to get your quick and easy STEM challenges. Make your own
geoboard to explore shapes and patterns How about fractions with fruit including apples and oranges! Students
use technology to explore the process of heat transfer and the science behind how salt and ice interact. Make
Plastic From Milk We have made plastic a few different ways but the reason I pick this one for elementary is
due to a few reasons. It is a fun and explosive science experiment that always results in whoops of joy. Take
some cool apps outside with outdoor tech and search the stars or go geocaching. Science is then explored as
students learn how salt is conductive and helps move electrical currents. But what's the science behind how an
object balances? Can you make bubble shapes? Play with squishy circuits and play dough. First, younger kids
usually love their milk, which makes it fun to use it in experiments. Preventing soil erosion In this project,
meant for sixth â€” 12th grade, students learn to build a seawall to protest a coastline from erosion, calculating
wave energy to determine the best materials for the job. Explore space with Nasa. Draw a design, gather
materials, and get to work. Finally, we end the experiment, sitting in a dark room with a glowing circuit and lit
LED bulbs! In this STEM activity kids build a lemon battery, learn about electrical circuits, battery cells and
light a bulb! See our latest winner here or check out a younger kids version here. This activity will teach you
how. Where we let kids dive down rabbit holes. Why do certain objects only balance on some sides and not
others? It should help them develop skill sets in inquiry , so they become strong critical thinkers. It also
involves using some technology, a multimeter. It could take them awhile. Try this project to find out! This
circuit activity is inspired by Harry Potter and teaches them how to build a simple circuit with a break so they
can cast Lumos and Nox. But above all, they need to have fun. Set up a Lava Lamp to explore the density of
liquids and add a fun chemical reaction. We have a variety of structure creating materials and ideas to check
out. Looking for easy to print activities, and inexpensive problem-based challenges? When students learn
within the context of authentic, problem-based STEM design, they can more clearly see the genuine impact of
their learning. Lemon Battery Do you think you can power a light bulb with a lemon? Check out how
vegetables and fruits can generate electricity to power a clock. Design a marble run. Which activities do I
recommend? Glow Salt Circuit This is a fairly simple activity that involves a little art as students make their
designs. Easy to do an exothermic reaction with yeast for a fun potions STEM project and activity!


